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Machine Learning with Spark - Tackle Big Data with Powerful Spark Machine Learning AlgorithmsPackt Publishing, 2014

	Key Features

	
		Follow real-world examples to learn how to develop your own machine learning systems with Spark
	
		A practical tutorial with real-world use cases allowing you to develop your own machine learning systems with Spark
	
		Combine various techniques and models into an intelligent machine...
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Understanding Swift ProgrammingTenaya Creek Press, 2015

	Covers Swift 2

	Swift, Apple's new language for app development, has been widely praised for its clean, safe, and feature-rich design. The language is poised to quickly replace Objective-C for developing iOS apps.


	Swift is now the 14th most popular language (Objective-C is #18, having sunk like a stone from #3) as...
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The Business of Android Apps Development: Making and Marketing Apps that Succeed on Google Play, Amazon Appstore and MoreApress, 2013

	The growing but still evolving success of the Android platform has ushered in a second mobile technology “gold rush” for app developers.  Google Play and Amazon Appstore for Android apps has become the second go-to apps eco for today's app developers.  While not yet as large in terms of number of apps as iTunes,...
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CoffeeScript Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 90 hands-on recipes to help you develop engaging applications using CoffeeScript


	About This Book

	
		Use CoffeeScript to create and test applications and backend services
	
		Build applications using popular frameworks, libraries, and platforms
	
		Interface with popular services...
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Handbook of Cloud ComputingSpringer, 2010

	Cloud computing has become a significant technology trend. Experts believe cloud computing is currently reshaping information technology and the IT marketplace. The advantages of using cloud computing include cost savings, speed to market, access to greater computing resources, high availability, and scalability.


	Handbook of Cloud...
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Electrical Installation Calculations: Basic, Eighth Edition: For technical certificate Level 2Newnes, 2009
"A very useful study aid, the book is ideal for those who have become a little rusty with their calculations and need to remind themselves of the basics." Amazon.co.uk customer review     

       All the essential basic calculations required for electrical installation work.     

       Designed to provide a...
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Docker Cookbook: Solutions and Examples for Building Distributed ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Whether you’re deploying applications on premise or in the cloud, this cookbook provides developers, operators, and IT professionals with more than 130 proven recipes for working with Docker.

	
		With these practical solutions, experienced developers with no previous knowledge of Docker will be able to package and...
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The Brazil Reader: History, Culture, Politics (The Latin America Readers)Duke University Press, 2019

	
		From the first encounters between the Portuguese and indigenous peoples in 1500 to the current political turmoil, the history of Brazil is much more complex and dynamic than the usual representations of it as the home of Carnival, soccer, the Amazon, and samba would suggest. This extensively revised and expanded second edition of...
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Clojure Reactive Programming - How to Develop Concurrent and Asynchronous Applications with ClojurePackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to leverage the features of functional reactive programming using Clojure
	
		Create dataflow-based systems that are the building blocks of reactive programming
	
		Learn different Functional Reactive Programming frameworks and techniques by implementing real-world...
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Focal Easy Guide to Macromedia Flash 8: For new users and professionalsFocal Press, 2006
'This book works on two levels; as a step by step learning process for beginners or an excellent reference guide for experts. Highly recommended! If you work with Flash, you need this book!' - online reviewer, amazon.co.uk     

       If you need to get to grips fast with creating interactive graphics and animation in Flash - then look...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Creating an HTML Web PageAlpha, 1999
Updated from the highly successful first edition, this easy-to-use tutorial takes a light-hearted approach to creating and customizing Web pages-with ease. With the upcoming releases of Netscape and Internet Explorer, this book will be a must for new Web users.CD-ROM includes everything you need to create your own Web page: All HTML examples in...
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Pro Web 2.0 Mashups: Remixing Data and Web Services (Professional Reference Series)Apress, 2008
The modern Web is awash with data and services just waiting to be used, but how do you make effective use of all this information? The answer lies in APIs (such as Google Maps, Flickr, and Amazon Web Services) and remixing, or mashups. Pro Web 2.0 Mashups: Remixing Data and Web Services teaches you everything you need to create useful,...
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